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STATEMENT 

This research is about an approach to the development of a convention area 
in downtown Tucson which is under strong development pressures. 

It is about how the new development can be designed, and how a large
scale development can be humanized in the urban center. 

In this research, I will try to demonstrate a development process to identify and 
enhance an existing cultural heritage while responding to pressures for new 
development. 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of large-scale development in the Tucson downtown is to 
provide a dynamic physical focus for Tucson's unique ethic, cultural and artistic 
diversity by creating a vital activity center that can be the community's heart 
and soul. 

As a growing metropolis, Tucson is in need of a special center place that can 
serve as common ground for both its residents and visitors. A downtown has 
the ingredients for developing this core. It has the important arts facilities, 
historic buildings, office workers, residents, unique restaurants, convention hotel 
and shopping center that make it Tucson's cultural center. 

Downtown Tucson in particular has functioned as a key site for community 
festivals and an incubator for new arts activity and related retail development. 
Therefore, large-scale development will give Tucson special character and 
provide heightened visibility for cultural events throughout the community. 

A. THE SCOPE OF LARGE-SCALE DEVELOPMENT 

Large-scale development consists of an urban mall to include a shopping 
center, offices, and other various functions which can be connected with the 
proposed convention hotel and the convention center. 

B. APPROACHES ON THE URBAN LEVEL 

In the city, the most important part is the core. The significance of this research 
for large-scale development in downtown Tucson, is not in its attempt to design 

the central district but in an effort to find the most feasible physical structure for 
the city center. 



As a building is physical expression of a city and survives in the context, so this 
project has to be approached on the urban level. Three guiding ideas are 
introduced for this research. They are not only for the selected city but for any 
other sub-center with similar urban conditions as downtown Tucson. However, 
the model is the final product for downtown Tucson. 



CHAPTER 2. DESIGN CRITERIA AND CASE STUDIES 

In this research, several case studies were done to examine large-scale 
projects which were constructed in downtown areas. Through this study, a 

series of criteria were identified for resolving problems encountered in the 
process of designing a large-scale development in downtown. 

In this chapter, the resulting criteria are summarized and the case studies are 
reviewed. 

2. 1. PROPOSED CRITERIA 

The criteria deal with pedestrian scale, the function of the site in the city, and 
large-scale relationships among buildings. The six recommended criteria are 
briefly reviewed below. 

A. PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION 

The structure of a city is perceived most powerfully by pedestrians. New 
developments often have a pedestrian organization, which differs from that of 
the older fabric. Their connection to the order fabric is critical. Key aspects 
include number of entries, connections between inside and outside spaces, 
relation to the street, edge conditions, and relationship to the network of paths 
and roads. 

B. STREETSCAPE 

The character of outdoor spaces is perceived on streets. The streetscape is a 

reality with its own volume and it is what most strongly identifies a district. The 



quality of the streetscape is so very subtle that it can be easily lost in a new 
development. 

New development must respect the streetscape and reinforce it by street 
alignments, internal paths, and their relationship to the existing street typology. 

C. FUNCTIONAL UNITY 

As part of a functional unity, the role of part of an inner city is crucial. New 
structures, whose function has nothing to do with the role of the site will destroy 
the continuity underlying the social structures in the city. Thus, the functions 
generated by new developments must be compatible with existing ones that 
are to be preserved . 

D. RETENTION OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

Historic and old buildings with unique qualities identify a district. Such buildings 
should be retained, as they are integral to and define the fabric of the city. The 
preservation of such buildings, on one hand, makes the design process of new 
structures much more complicated. On the other hand, they often can play a 
new role in redeveloped environments and thereby create a much richer city. 

E. LARGE-SCALE CONNECTIONS 

New large-scale structures can have an important role. This will be discussed in 
their levels of communications with other existing street walls, of central structures 
for a large-scale unit, and of the skyscrapers in their relations to off-site structures. 

F. TEXTURE AND GRAIN 

The texture and grain of existing buildings provide important character to the 

fabric of a place and are deeply rooted in the locality. If these qualities can 
be recreated in new structures, this will help connect and interlock the new and 



old elements and thus create a multi-layered fabric which still relates strongly to 

a particular place. 

2.2. CASE STUDIES 

Several cases of new developments in downtowns were examined and 

evaluated during the course of the research. These cases serve as reference 

points in the study of large-scale developments and in the formation of the 

design criteria. 

CASE STUDY 1: HORTON PLAZA, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

"Horton plaza surrounding the corner of Broadway and Fourth Avenue was 

designed as a two level scheme into four staggered tiers. However, 

according to a mode of design that focuses less on individual buildings than 

on the creation of mixed use districts, it was reconfigured from the original 

scheme. The roof was removed to expose public areas to Southern 

California's copaceptic climate, and, most significantly, developed a 

diagonal circulation spine whose gentleS-curve is meant to encourage slow, 

even aimless, ambling". (1) 

A. THE CHARACTER OF HORTON PLAZA 

"Depending on one's mood or esthetic predilections, Horton Plaza might be 

characterized as an appropriately idiosyncratic response to San Diego's 

quest for a sense of place. While some architectural historians will undoubtedly 

view details like stucco "rustication", pressed metal ceilings, and "Victorian" 

light fixtures as thin or hopelessly schmaltzy, others will smile at designer's (Jon 

Jerde) good-natured reworking of certain architectural icons- Palladia's 

1) Paul M. Sachner, Horton Plaza , Architectural Record p. 130. 



Fig 2-1) Horton Plaza, San Diego, California 

(Paul M. Sacher, Horton Plaza) 



Basilica in Vicenza as Robinson's department store, a triangular Gothic 
palazzo in Venice as a black-and-white mosaic-tile pavilion, the zigzag towers 
of San Diego's own Santa Fe railroad depot as the domed symbol of 
Mervyn's department store, to name a few as well as his effective adaptation 
of such historic building typologies as the Bologness arcade, the New Mexican 
Indian pueblo, and the English crescent. Moreover, if a few preservationists 
are still bristing over the demolition of some architecturally significant buildings 
on the site, others are grateful that the historic Balboa Theater and Spreckels 
Building were spared and that two razed ltalianate structures- the Knights of 
Pythias and Bradley buildings - have been replicated and incorporated into 
the project•. (2) 

B. PROGRAM FOR HORTON PLAZA 

Horton Plaza was built on an 11.5 acre downtown building site, with 900,000 sq.ft. 
of retail space, four large department stores, 150 specialty shops and 
restaurants, a seven-screen cinema, a SOD-seat performing arts theater, a 450-
room hotel (construction just beginning), and parking for 2,400 cars. 

CASE STUDY 2: KALAMAZOO CENTER, KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 

Kalamazoo Center is a mixed use megastructure occupying two acres in the 
Kalamazoo central business district. A convention center, hotel, retail facilities, 
office space, health club, several restaurants, and entertainment 
uses are housed in the single 362,CXXl sq.ft. structure. 

A. THE CHARACTER OF KALAMAZOO CENTER 

·rhe mixed use approach in downtown Kalamazoo - a medium size 

metropolitan area - presented the opportunity to combine modest increments 
of several complementary uses in an area where a comparably - scaled 

2) Ibid., p. 130. 



single purpose project would have likely been inappropriate from both 
market and financial viewpoints·. (3) 

Kalamazoo Center illustrates a unique mixed use development approach 
especially well suited to current economic constraints and the changing real 
estate environment. Further, the project's smaller scale, relatively short two 
year development period, and architectural and design concept, provide 
guidelines for similar initiatives in larger and smaller urban areas alike. 

B. PROGRAM FOR KALAMAZOO CENTER 

Kalamazoo Center is located on a prime downtown commercial block 
adjacent to the successful Kalamazoo Shopping Mall - a four block, 
landscaped pedestrian mall which contains 400,000 sq.ft. of the space and 
includes three major department stores. The megastructure was carefully 
designed to insure physical and functional integration among uses. Explicit 
relation to adjoining land uses and pedestrian movement patterns in areas 
surrounding the site were also key inputs to project design. 

·A three level base building contains retail uses, restaurants, and entertainment 
components, 10,000 sq.ft. of office space, recreation facilities, and a 60,000 sq.ft. 

conference center. The convention area will accommodate meetings as 
large as 1,000 people. Retail facilities occupy about 72,000 sq. ft. on three levels 
with a swimming pool, health club, restaurants, and discotheque using an 

additional 20 ,()(X) sq. ft. . A seven story tower rises from the base structure and 
includes 16,000 sq. ft. of prestige office space and the 288 room Kalamazoo 
Center Inn. 

Adjoining the center to the west is a 1 ,050 car parking ramp constructed by the 

city and connected to Kalamazoo Center with an enclosed skyway. In 

3) Robert E. Witherspoon, Mixed-Use peyelopments: New Ways of Land 

~,p. 109. 
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Fig 2-2) Kalamazoo Center, Kalamazoo, Michigan 
(Robert E. Witherspoon, Mixed-Use Development) 



addition, a 650 acre surface lot is located only a few yards east of the 
center.· (4) 

Convention areas and meeting rooms are leased from the city and the city 
also receives a percentage of income from catered food and beverage 
service to conventioneers. 

CASE STUDY 3: THE GALLERIA COMPLEX, HOUSTON, TEXAS 

·The Galleria Complex is located about 6.5 miles west of downtown Houston in 
a rapidly growing, upper income, multi-use area known as City Post Oak. 
Retail, office, transient, and recreational facilities are combined on a 45 acres 
suburban site just outside the circumferential Interstate Loop 61 0 freeway•. (5) 

A. THE CHARACTER OF THE GALLERIA COMPLEX 

·The Galleria Complex is part of larger, rapidly expanding area of suburban 
Houston known as City Post Oak. Though in fact a suburban area, City Post 
Oak is emerging as a new urban center through coordinated building in this 
convenient and accessible location. The broad array of orderly 
development is illustrative of the potential role of mixed use projects in 
organizing metropolitan growth and channeling suburban expansion into 
more efficient and viable development forms". (6) 

Mixed use development represents a way of rationalizing suburban land use 
patterns thro.ugh creation of self-supporting, multi-functional centers in suburban 
satellite locations. 

4) Ibid., p.l 06. 
5) Ibid., P.148. 

6) Ibid., pp.l52-153. 
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B. PROGRAM FOR THE GALLERIA COMPLEX 

·The centerpiece of the Galleria is a 450,000 sq. ft., three level shopping mall 

which serves as a focus for office, hotel, and recreational components. It is a 

20th century interpretation of the famed 19th century Galleria Vittorio 

Emmanuelle, Millan(l865-l867). A dramatic barrel vault skylight, 550 feet long 

and SO feet wide, covers the mall. Office, hotel, recreation, and parking 

components feed into this dramatic central space through a carefully planned 

system of pedestrian circulation. 

The Galleria Complex contains the 22-story Post Oak Tower with 310,000 sq. ft., a 

200,0CXJ sq.ft. Neiman Marcus department store at the end of the Galleria 

shopping mall, Galleria mall with 450,000 sq.ft. of retail space on three levels, 

vaulted skylight roof, and ice skating rink, the 22-story, 405 rooms, luxury Western 

International Hotel, the University Club with 104,000 sq. ft. of social and 

recreational uses positioned above the Galleria mall, the 25-story Transco 

Tower with 460,000 sq.ft. of office space, and Lord & Taylor department store 
occupying 135,000 sq.ft ... (7). 

7) Ibid., pp.l48- l50. 



CHAPTER 3. APPLICATION OF CRITERIA 

3. 1. PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION 

The pedestrian street is the principle outdoor open space where people 
meet. In turn, the pattern of the major public spaces is a reflection of the public 
life on the sidewalks, thus, the pattems of the connection and continuity in the 
urban fabric. The viability of a street depends on the architecture, and the 
architecture can prosper only in the right relationship with the pedestrian 
network. 

New large-scale development also depends on its own infrastructure, the inner 
pedestrian connection. The pattern of inner pedestrian alignment must be 
compatible with the pattern of the pedestrian network of the existing fabric. 

In this section, principles for pedestrian connection are discussed, using the 
case studies as illustrations. 

3.1.1. ENTRY AND ACTIVITY CONNECTIONS 

Large-scale structure are linked to the existing fabric by pedestrian 
connections. Entries can either connect or isolate; they establish the degree of 
linkage to the existing fabric. The three cases represent three different attitudes 
to entry. 

Horton Plaza. Horton plaza has a very strong pedestrian spine, and on 
both sides of it there are two main entrances to the mall. 

In this project~ there is a diagonal circulation spine whose gentle 5-curve 

creates a new shopping environment. 



Kalamazoo Center. To facilitate movement inside the building, 
Kalamazoo Center has five main entries. The building is set diagonally 
across the block and is conductive to bringing pedestrian traffic into and 
through the Center. 

In Kalamazoo Center, parking lots were planned to be strategically 
located within a five minute walk from the center of the town. A glass 
arcade follows the main pedestrian path from one comer of the site to 
the interior court, then runs up the wall of the elevator core to rooms in the 
hotel. 

The pedestrian circulation pattern cuts through the site on several 
diagonals, encouraging shoppers to enter and exit the complex from the 
existing mall as well as the main entrance. Retail facilities are 
concentrated along these diagonal paths which lead to a skylit central 
space where three levels of retail shops, conference room and the hotel 
lobby are located. 

The Galleria Complex. In this case, multiple entrances seem to be 
located at each type of building. Points of entry to the mall from parking 
areas, hotel, and office buildings were carefully positioned to insure that 
above and below grade retail levels would receive a reasonable share 
of pedestrian traffic. 

In the Galleria, access to the retail area from the hotel and vice versa is 
only possible on the mall's first (surface level) and third levels. The Post 
Oak Tower office building feeds only onto the first and third levels of the 

retail mall. Access between the Transco Office Tower and retail area is 
only possible on the mall's third level. Deck parking feeds the first, 
second, and third levels of the mall. And, access to and from the street 
and surface parking areas is only possible from the mall's second level. 

This complex and its carefully designed system of pedestrian circulation 

creates a continual flow of activity on all three levels of the retail area. 
Within the mall, movement between floors is possible via escalators and 

stairs positioned at either end. 



Fig 3-1) SITE CONTEXT AND PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION 

(Horton Plaza) 



Location plan. (1) Kalamazoo Mall; {2) Kalamazoo 
Center; (J) city parking ramp; (4) mall extension; 
(5) new bank construction; {6) private parking 
rdmp expansion; {7) Upjohn Pharmaceutical 
Research building; (8) Eleanor Street extension. 
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Fig 3-2) SITE CONTEXT AND PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION 

C Kalamazoo Center) 



Fig 3-3) SITE CONTEXT AND PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION 

( The Galleria Complex) 
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Multiple connections to the existing city fabric enhance accessibility to the 
large-scale development and prevent it from being isolated. In superblock 
development, several connections with the existing city fabric must be 
created. Intimate and direct connection between existing public streets on 
the site and other public streets helps to prevent isolation of the new 
development. 

3.1.2. INTERACTION BETWEEN STREETS AND INDOOR SPACES 

Active connections at the edges of large-scale developments can 
accentuate or discourage interlock with the surrounding fabric. 

At Horton Plaza, the new structure has a strong internal pedestrian network, 
however, street interactions are deadened and not attractive. 

At Kalamazoo Center, the area has a permanent pedestrian mall. 
A series of entrances placed on the street side create a good street 
interaction. 

By contrast, the Galleria Complex is recessed from the street. 
There is little emphasis on interaction with the adjacent urban streets. 
Internal pedestrian activity is primary, while life on the street is secondary. 

It centralizes energy and directs movement to internal pedestrian paths. 

Commenting on the pattern of "opening to the street," Christoper Alexander 
observes that "The sight of action is an incentive for action. When people can 
see into spaces from the street their world is enlarged and made richer, there is 
more understanding; and there is possibility for communication, learning.· (8) 
On old pedestrian oriented commercial streets, a series of entrances usually 
open to the street at intervals. Besides this direct communication, indirect 

interaction with indoor commercial activities occurs 

8) Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language, p.774. 



through display windows, which generate a band of semi-public spaces 
along sidewalks. The alternate repetition of entrances and windows is a strong 
invitation to the public. 

The two basic ways of establishing connection with the street correspond to 
Alexander's observation. ·The wall along the street is made essentially of 
glass, an activity is not only open to sight and sound on one side of the path, 
but some part of the activity actually crosses the path, so that people who 
walk down the sidewalk find themselves walking through the activity.· (9) 

The traditional mode of the relationship between sidewalks and indoor spaces 
tends not to be seriously considered in some new developments. It should be 
encouraged on the boundaries of large-scale developments. 

u 

STREET INTERACTION · 

3.1.3. PARKING IN LARGE-SCALE DEVELOPMENT 

I 
I 

P U?LJC 4 Sfr11- Pt..8UC Sp,ALE 

The automobile has become an essential part of American life and the trend 
will probably continue in the future. As the efficiency of the automobile 
increases, downtown and suburban areas must include parking. 

Indeed, a large part of most downtown areas is already covered by ugly 
surface parking lots and some parking structures, both often inappropriately 

located and poorly maintained. 

9) Ibid., p.775. 



Buildings that contain street-level 
uses - such as retail shops. restaurants. 
and entertainment establishments - create 
high levels of pedestrian activity and 

enhance the excitement of being a 
pedestrian. Such uses should be 
encouraged. Sidewalk cafes. Street 
vendors. and outdoor public events 
should be encouraged along Important 
pedestrian streets. 

·' 

Many blildlng uses - parking. for 
example - do not relate to the 
pedestrian and ore not appropriate at 
street level facing pedestrian
onented streets and plazas. Such 
other uses as banks and offices 
generate low levels of pedestrian 
activity and should not develop as the 
predominant use along pedestrian 
streets and plazas. 

Fig 3-4) City of San Diego guidelines illustrating two examples of 

integrating parking structures at street level. 

( Hamid ShirvanL The Urban Design Process ) 



"The parking element has two direct effects on quality of the environment: ( l) 

survival of downtown commercial activity (to which parking is essential) and (2) 

severe visual impact on the physical form and fabric of ,t~e city". (10) In this 

research, various ways of handling parking that peYmit virtual elimination of 

surface was applied. 

First is the construction of parking garages in those parts of the city where 

structures have been built without provision for parking. Preferably such 

construction should be accompanied by regulations mandating 

establishment of parking as a port of plans for any new structures. The ground 

level of a parking garage can be set aside for retailing in order to continue 

activity at street level and provide visual quality there. (Fig 3-4) 

A second approach is the "multiple use program," which maximizes use of 

existing parking by means of a program that shares different uses and attracts 

different people at different times. For example, office and retailing can share 

parking spaces with theaters and nightclubs since these facilities are used at 

different times. 

Third is "package-plan parking." A business with a Iorge number of 

employees may.f9rm a pork_ing .district or proviqe a few blocks of all day 

remote parking. 

Finally, the fourth program is urban-edge parking. Here, a city or a private 

developer con with the aid of the city develop parking area structures on the 

periphery of congested urban areas. 

l 0) Hamid Shirvoni, The Urban Design Process, P. 24. 



3.2. STREETSCAPE 

The quality of a street is three dimensional. Its volume influences the impression 
of the outdoor open spaces that pedestrians perceive when walking at a 
uniform speed. Much of the old city was designed to be seen and 
comprehended at the level of pedestrian movement. 

New developments may destroy important qualities of streetscape by 
eliminating crucial volumetric relationships and building textures. In the design 
process, we have to decide which part of the existing streetscape deserves 
preservation and which kind of characteristics of the existing streetscape can 
be represented in the new development. 

3.2.1. STREET ALIGNMENT 

Conventional streetscapes often can be recreated in the inner part of new, 
big developments. Some of the important elements of a streetscape are; the 
volume defined by the street and streetwalls, facades on the ground level 
where actual street interactions are taking place, and building facades visually 
perceived. 

At Horton Plaza, a complete streetscape is recreated in the central 
pedestrian spine. The character of the streetscape is more attractive 
than the outer walls of the plaza. 

At Kalamazoo Center, the character of the streetscape is represented in 
both the existing pedestrian mall and in the new streets. 

Retaining the context of the old setting in a new development provides 
continuity of urban spaces and establishes the identity of the place. According 
to Bernard Rudofsky, "Largely pedestrian malls (air-conditioned 'malls' do not 

qualify as streets; they are building) have come about simply by replacing 
asphalt by pavements traditionally associated with speeds of two miles or less, 



and by planting trees in the middle of the streets, less for their shade than as a 
heraldic device of the knights battling to redress urban evils." 
The main pedestrian spine or the edges of a new development unit should be 
articulated so as to create a conventional image of the street. 

3.2.2. REESTABLISHING RELATIONS WITH THE URBAN FABRIC 

When buildings are preserved, we have to examine them in their relation to the 
fabric which existed when they were built. It is desirable that, when they are 
preserved, the old buildings and the streetscapes be retained together. A 
mid-nineteenth-century building has a special relation with the mid-nineteenth
century urban fabric, and an early twentieth-century building with the early
twentieth-century urban fabric. 

We have to determine which parts of the mid-nineteenth-century or early
twentieth-century fabrics are still existent in the present fabric. Next we have to 
carefully analyze the significance of the remnants of the old fabric and decide 
whether they are to be preserved untouched in the present state or whether 
they can be abstracted and modified in the new development. The fabric 
which deserves preservation are the street along the side of the buildings and 
the streetwalls on the other side of the street. 

3.3. FUNCnONAL ROLE OF THE SITE 

A city should have functional and physical unity. Even though the physical 
elements are transformed into new structures, the essential function of a district 
in the city can have street permanence. In the past, the structure of a place 
was integrated with its original function. It revealed the raison d' etre of the 
place over time. In many developments, the intimate relation between 
function, structure and time has been lost. 

Where possible, the essential purpose of an older urban district should be 
defined, and new compatible uses should be attached to it. We can 



reorganized the relationship with surroundings in terms of function. The 
problems of which functions are to be preserved or encouraged in the area 
and which new functions can be added will be defined in the process of 
programming. Preservation of existing desirable functions is one of the goals in 
the recovery of a place, and the functional role of the area in the new 
development depends on its potential under the development pressures. 

3.3.1. PRESERVATION OF FUNCTIONS 

In environments that are rich in history I preservation of the existing or old 
functions in the area is one of the most successful ways to achieve continuity in 
the development. 

·Faneuil Market in Boston was an innovative building type to begin with an 
integrated food and produce retail market flanked by offices and 
warehouses for wholesale dealers in such commodities as tea, coffee, and 
sugar. It had preserved that function throughout its history, though with 
diminishing effectiveness, owing to shifting patterns of transformation and 
harbor facilities. This basic function has been preserved by the current 
developers. Though the market is now exclusively retail, the renovated office 
blocks are rented by a wide range of tenants. the shift from wholesale to retail 

and the elimination of all trucking and private cars has radically altered the 
street life I making it one of Boston's most active areas". ( 11) 

In Faneuil Market, successful adaptation through renovation has also 
meant recovery of social interactions in the core of the city. The intensive 

sidewalk contact of the public in this area has been achieved through 
intensive commercial activities. 

It is recommenced that the old function of the site be preserved if it 

corresponds to or enhances the present functional role of the site. 

11) James Marston Fitch, Historic Preservation: Curatorial Management 

the Buitt Wodd . p.l76. 



Reinforcement of the land-use pattern based on the old functions is 
encouraged. A mixed-use pattern may enhance the relationship with the 
surrounding fabric in the inner city if the old setting is based on mixed-use. 

3.3.2. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Downtown Tucson has a strong potential as a shopping center in the main 
commercial center in the city. For this project, economic development should 
be of substantial scale, and it will depend on high accessibility. Small-scale 
development can not create a shopping environment desirable enough to 
attract shoppers in the urban activity nodes. Only through large-scale control 
and large-scale intervention by the public sector we can achieve economic 
feasibility and be successfully implemented. 

In order to maximize a certain functional role on a site and to achieve it in a 
large-scale development, large-scale control and investment are required. 
Large-scale development is often necessary to transform depressed 
commercial environments into new vital ones. 

3.3.3. OVERLAYING A NEW FRAMEWORK ON AN EXISTING FABRIC 

Introducing new development on an existing fabric that retains part of 
the old is one way to save the renewed area from isolation. The area is 
woven of several layers of fabric. This can be much clearer in the terms of 
function than in the arrangement of the physical structures, though the overlap 
of the physical structures can be manifested in the overlapped frameworks. 
The phenomenon exists partly because a city dose not stand on a simple 
system but on various overlapped components, and partly because a single 
mind can not conceive or create several layers of fabrics. Some of the 
elements and order in the existing fabric can be retained or rehabilitated in the 
new framework. The designer can take the existing features as secondary 
elements that make the new one work well in the older urban context. 



Fig 3-5) Overlap and Juxtapose the New and the Existing 
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Old modes of living such as pedestrian activities can be intertwined in the new 
framework so that a new unity can be achieved. 

According to Christopher Alexander, a natural city has a semi-lattice 
organization, and the area of overlap is itself an organizable entity. According 
to him, •the semi-lattice, by comparison, is the structure of a complex fabric; it is 
the structure of living things; of great paintings and symphonies." ( 12) He 
observes that, .. you can not bring the semi-lattice structure into visualizable 
form for a single mental act. ·( 13) 

To provide a framework for future development is an important goal in the 
transformation. The overlap in the functional role will make the knitted part of 
the fabric well adapted to the existing setting and it will create the potential for 

new development in the area. 

One method is to overlap the two systems. Two dimensional networks are 
overlapped and transformed into a new reality, but the two contexts still exist in 
the new network. Thus there is continuity with the surroundings, not contradictions 
whether they are in the old context or in the new context. The old network in 
the new framework will be transformed into the internal network of a new unity. 
The third dimension can provide the necessary differentiations. 

One approach is to recreate old street interactions on grade and on the street 
walls and to create large-scale development on higher levels. This can be 
achieved in the vertical transformation of the new structure. Two contradictory 
elements should be integrated in a three dimensional frame. 

12) Christopher Alexander, A City js not a Tree . p .412 
13) Ibid., pp. 422-423 



3.4. HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

Structures that have been designated as historic buildings are part of a publicly 
approved cultural heritage on the site. Either the whole of the structures or part 
of them should be preserved. The designation and the technology used in 
the restorations are beyond the scope of this research. 

INTERRELATED 
CONDITIONS WITH 
OLDER STREETS 

.. In general, historic buildings in a given city have been constructed in different 

eras. Each one has its own history and shows its own position in the urban fabric 
of its time. These buildings make the town a time-deep place. The layers of 
urban fabric of several ages are present with the original formation and 
structure. In new development, that sense of time and place is likely to be 
destroyed and the structures preserved only to preserve a memory of the past 

will cease to play any important role in the new context. Historic buildings 
which constitute a substantial part of the old setting will create multiple layers of 
building fabric. The juxtaposition of old and new speaks of the passage of 
time, and occasionally the contrast is eloquent ... (14) 

3.4. 1. BUILDING AS REFERENCES 

Even though some buildings are not designated as historic structures, they 

14) Kevin Lynch, What Time is This Place?, p.168. 



may be very important elements in a particular district, as they recall the old 

physical and functional urban structure. 

Some of them define edges of districts; others work as gateways from outside 
to certain districts. These elements act as images of times gone by; that is they 
constitute part of multi-layers of the old historic fabrics. 

Buildings that deserve preservation should be selected so that the image of 
the development site will be identifiable at both the city level and the regional 
level. Feasibility of rehabilitation must also be considered. Preservation of 
cultural heritages can be achieved through the process of reorganizing and 

reusing the outstanding historic buildings. 

3.5. LARGE-SCALE CONNECTION 

Any good large scale development should have its own inherent order on 
which the complex elements are organized and work as a substantial unity. 
Large-scale developments which cover several units of the existing blocks 
have a certain relation with the existing urban setting on which the new large 

scale development is placed. The relation of the existing fabric to new 

development is a problem whose analysis and resolution inevitably expresses 
the attitudes of the urban designer. The connection can be 
examined on the levels of the street corridor and that of structures standing free 
from the street walls. 

3.5.1. BUILDING ON THE STREET CORRIDORS 

In the development of an area with historic structures, there are some 

problems in the juxtaposition of new structures to the old historic ones. In some 
cases, old ones are placed at repeated intervals between new buildings. In 
this case, a new structure connected to the old will destroy the relation of the 

old structure to the street. However, some of them were originally juxtaposed 
to other structures. In this case, new structures with similar scale and grain can 



be juxtaposed to existing ones, thereby recreating the old quality in the 
modern use. Much higher new buildings or new ones with new texture and 
grain juxtaposed to the old will make the old lose their relationship with 
adjacent buildings. Some method of separating them from the old may be a 
reasonable solution, since the two elements stand on the different urban 
settings that are different by nature. 

,_____ 
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3.5.2. STRUCTURES FREE FROM THE STREET WALLS 

Structures standing free from the street walls are not bound to the old fabric . 
They are central buildings in a development unit or skyscrapers. The potential 
of the site can be materially expressed in these structures which have 

something to do with other new developments in the surroundings rather than 
the older street walls. 

High-rise buildings are not new elements in New York City, but in most old cities 
they are regarded as new elements. owing to their vertical dematerialized 
mass. In the ·voisin plan" of Le Corbusier, geometrically ordered skyscrapers 
are introduced into the old city. 

Harmony with surroundings, both in the level of the edge of the block and in 

the larger scale, will unify the new fabric and the old, enhancing the positive 

qualities of both. 



The massing composition of the large-scale development should be 
examined in three levels: street wall, unit of the development, and the relation 
with surrounding high-rise buildings. 

3.6. TEXTURE AND GRAIN 

This criterion is site-specific. The architectural elements on the facades are the 
outer expression of the inner space composition. These formal languages of 
the old structures may be in contradiction with new elements. Similarly the 
applied formal languages will help people feel some continuity with the old, 
and thereby enable them to identify the area. These languages include 
some psychological and visual aspects of the old. They are attributes of the 
old fabric, and the essence of the formal languages can be used in the new 
development. This is a superficial form of adaptation to the old, but it has an 
impact on the direct impression. 

3.6.1. SMALL-SCALE CHARACTER 

When relatively large scale structures are built, tendency is to develop the mid
block . This may be a reasonable solution in laying out big buildings such as 
theaters, which cover bigger lots, with small-scale character kept on the edges 
of the block. The main facade and entrance way on the street, with the small

scale frontage, create a transitional zone between the street and inner main 
space . 

New large-scale elements should be placed in the middle of blocks in this 
area so that a small-scale quality can be preserved on the edges of the 
blocks. 
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3.6.2. RHYfHM OF THE STREET WALL: LAYERING 

Facades of structures are a highly visible manifestation of the urban fabric. 
Each facade manifests the image of inner fabric, that is, it is a vertical 
expression of the inner order. 

In most of downtown in America, there are some interesting typical features of 
facade articulation. Vertically, there are usually three sections. The ground
based section is often made up of two-story-high very dark bands with 
apertures in them. Next is main body, which forms the main part of the 
streetscape. The top is usually articulated by horizontal lines. On the base level 
there is no vertical articulation, and this part is much more related to the activity 
on the ground level, as discussed in the previous section. The head part, not 
strongly demarcated, is a gesture telling us that the structure completes here. 

The articulation in the middle part of the facades is very interesting. The 
facades are not only vertically articulated in several bays, but also horizontally 
articulated in every three or four stories. The articulation makes an interesting 
pattern of grids on the street walls. The collective image of many such 
articulations represents a variation of the gridiron theme, and it is an outer 
expression of the inner variety of the structures on a block. 

Small-scale character in the facade articulation can be re-created as an 
abstracted pattern on the new structures, especially on the street wall. In mid
block, an even more abstract pattern can be applied. 



CHAPTER 4. STRATEGIES FOR A PROJECT IN TUCSON, ARIZONA 

4.1. PROJECT OVERVIEW 

Tucson has received national recognition as •the rising cultural mecca of the 
Southwest• (Horizon, May 1987). Yet recent activity shows even greater 
promise. 

·Downtown Tucson is experiencing a significant re-birth. It is already the 
region's cultural and historical center, as well as its center for law, finance, 
government and transportation. It is also the region's largest employment 
center. Extensive new private investment in new construction, historic 
rehabilitation and neighborhood preservation is enhancing downtown's 
charm and character. Arts-related entrepreneurial development is attracting 
new retail activity to the area. new housing units are being constructed. The 
public infrastructure is undergoing dramatic reconstruction." (15) 

A large scale development in the center of the city not only promises to 
strengthen the role of the pedestrian in downtown, but also allows residents 

and visitors alike to celebrate and share Tucson's unique heritage and cultural 
resources. 

4.1.1. PROJECT SITE 

The general architectural character of downtown Tucson is dominated by 
small-scale buildings. The frontage of a building on the street is usually 40 to 60 
feet wide, and the height is under ten stories, except in the case of a few 

twentieth- century buildings. The blocks on which these small-scale buildings 

15) The Downtown Development Corporation, The Tucson Arts District, 
p.2. 



stand are small-scale, too. The small scale of the buildings lots is as 
conservative as the definition of street walls. These formal languages are so 
familiar to residents that they identify the quality of the area. 

The frontage and the lot size of each building in the old downtown seems to 
have been conserved until recent developments. Usually, over time buildings 
show a tendency to become bigger and bigger, but in downtown Tucson the 
tendency has been expressed in variety of heights, rather than in change in lot 
size. As time goes by, the structures have become taller and taller, while they 
retain a small-scale character on the ground level. 

The project site covers several blocks of the Tucson convention center area. 
It will be located on Granada Avenue near Congress Street. 

The TCC (Tucson Convention Center) area is characterized by a lack of focus 
and identity which will restrict the Tcc·s ultimate success. An aggressive 
upgrading and redevelopment program is needed. 

Large-scale development in the project site near the TCC area can be used 
as the community·s heart and soul by creating a vital activity center as well as 
creating a very special kind of experience as part of the overall downtown 
cultural experience. 

4.1.2. PROJECT PROGRAM 

A program for new development would normally be based on many 
extensive studies, such as an economic feasibility study of the market. 
However, this thesis assumes, based on familiarity with the function of this part of 
the city, the following; 

An Urban Mall will include a shopping center, offices, theaters, and other 
various functions which can be connected with the hotel, the convention 
center, and arts district. In the urban mall, offices with no direct bearing 
on convention center activity will serve as a complementary land use 



which creates demand for hotels, retailing, services, etc. , and helps 
support them during convention off-peak periods. Offices also will bring 
in more people and activity to the area, making the area a more safe 
and vital environment. 

This project is consistent with city policy for the area, as expressed in ·urban 
Design, Management and Development for the Tucson Arts District• and •the 
Tucson Arts District" ( 16) 

16) It was proposed by the Downtown Development Corporation in 
Cooperation with the Urban Design Sub-Committee of the Arts District 
Implementation Committee. 



4.2. THE PROPOSAL 

This scheme is a mixed use proposal for downtown Tucson. The uses 

and areas are as follow: 

Office---------------------------------------------------- 731,500 sq.ft. 

Department Store---------------------------------- 457,200 sq.ft. 

Retail Shops and Restaurants------------------ 342,500 sq.ft. 

Theater -------------------------------------------------- 79,200 sq. ft. 

Parking Spaces ------------------------------------- 1,404 spaces 



- Existing or plAnned 1rts facility 

1 Ar•N 
2 Mu~ic H.ll 
3 Leo Rtch Ttw:.tre 
4 T uaon Art Mu .. um 

5 New Public library 
e Catnegie library 
7 Temple of Mu$ic and Art 
8 Glenwood Hotel 

- Propoud major'"' f1cility 

* MJjor outdoor perforr:nanct or di,plly sp1ces 

A ConYention Center PlAza 0 Pubhc Market Plaza 
8 Et Pr•ic.J•o P.rk E A/rf"Ofy Park 
C Liblaty Pwa 

C.:.) Existing 91llery streets 

g C•tv Couru Building 13 MalOnic Temple ~ Proposed trolley route 
10 Ptma County Counhe>~ne U Sting Mortuary and adjKent struC1ures 
1 1 Foa Th .. tre tS Cuuillo Buildeng and lrrw"Nculate Hun 
12 R1a1to ThUtre 'I( Main entrance 

Fig 4- 1) The Existing FeaturesAround the Project Site 

( Major Arts and Cultural Facilities) 
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Site View at 1-1 0 

Northeast Side View at Project Site 



View of Downtown Tucson at Project Site 

The Northeast Corner (Granada Avenue and Congress Street) of Project Site 



Project Site View at Tucson Convention Center 

View of Tucson Convention Center at Project Site 



Northeast Site View 

I 

Southeast Side View at Project Site 
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA TO THE SITE 

5. 1. PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION 

A. NUMBER OF ENTRIES 

The project has several connections to the existing public infrastructure. 

Pedestrian movement in the surrounding area can be easily extended into the 

new structures. Intimate and direct connection between existing public streets 
on the site and other public streets helps to prevent isolation of the new 
development. 

In this projects, several groups of entries will be provided for the interior 
connection and open space linkage. On Granada Avenue, Entries will be 
provided for the convention center, the art districty&d th; downtown 

pedestrian network. The opposite entries will be connected with a parking 
garage. 



B. STREET INTERACTIONS 

On Congress Street and Granada Avenue, entrances are open to the street at 
intervals of fifty to sixty feet. Indirect interaction, indoor commercial activities 
through display windows, generates a band of semi-public spaces along side 
walks. Each entrance forms a relation between outdoor and indoor public 
spaces . 

In this project, the intimate street interactions between sidewalks and inner 
spaces will be created on the entrance of each unit. 

c:.ca.. ITHt. T 



C. NETWORK OF PATHS AND ROADS 

The system of streets (consisting of Congress street and Granada avenue, 
and Interstate 10 Freeway located on the east of project site).defines the large 
scale project suitable for development. 

~ ~---------------------
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D. INTERNAL PLANNING 

The project has an public open space in the middle. The open space in the 
center of project serves as public space and is connected with each building 
untt. 

In this project, internal open space makes the parcel into a controlled unit. With 
central open space, the project can achieve a sense of unity and continuity 
for the development. 

l 
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5.2. STREETSCAPE 

A. STREET ALIGNMENT 

In this project, the conventional streetscapes will be represented in the 
pedestrian linkages between the project site and convention area. 
The open pedestrian linkage comes alive through o pedestrian loop which 
depends on the pedestrians in the art district. 



B. PEDESTRIAN NETWORK 

In this project, two pedestrian systems will be intertwined together. One is an 
interior controlled corridor, the other will consist of open pedestrian spaces. 
The inner open spaces will be enlivened by the controlled inner system ( be 
connected to each building unit ) 
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C. STREET WALL 

Some of the important elements of a streetscape are the volume defined by 

the street and street walls, facades on the ground level where actual street 
interactions are taking place, and building facades visually perceived. On the 
edges of project, the street walls will be retained. 



5.3. FUNCTIONAL ROLE 

A. THE FUNCTION OF PROJECT 

On the site, mixed use of land is encouraged, as it is in the convention center 
area. As a function of the downtown, a theater will be located on the 
southwestem entrance of the project which links with the art district. 

Retail activities are encouraged on the ground level. At the main movement 
junction, continaity is enhanced by attracting pedestrians to the corner, where 

a number of retail shops and department stores are clustered. 

The high rise office building Will be located at near the northeast entrance 
which is connected with the central business district. 
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B. TALL BUILDINGS ON THE SITE 

The office tower on the northern corner of the project realizes the site potential 
in terms of its relation with off-site structures rather than with on-site elements. 

The size of the high rise structures may be determined by considerations of the 
office market. 
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C. BUILDING ON THE STREET CORRIDORS 

The masses of the buildings correspond to the existing buildings on site or on 
the other side of the street. By maximizing conventional street interactions on 
the boundaries, smooth connection is created between new structures and 
the existing setting 

The height, bulk, and motifs of building on the project site will follow the existing 
buildings on the other side of the street. On Congress street, the bulk and 
height of the higher part of the new buildings are intended to create the new 
qualities. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this project is to provide a new urban node for the city of 
Tucson so the whole urban center may work better. 

Many downtown development projects were less successful because the 
downtowns lost vitality at night and on weekends. Single-purpose zoning 
policies in modern cities have resulted in varying densities of activities 
according to the time of day and week. 

As the design process demonstrated in this thesis, this mixed use project for the 
heart of downtown Tucson will provide a base on which the whole area will be 
full of vitality almost all of the time. 
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